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Integrated cutting systems

Length 


Nemesis 
 

Nemesis 
Pro  

Nemesis 
Table 

Athena 
 

Athena 
Pro  

Athena 
Table 

60 4110   4060   
100 4111  4801 4061  4811 
150 4112  4802 4062  4812 
200 4113  4803 4063  4813 
250 4114 4124 4804 4064 4094 4814 
300 4115 4125 4805 4065 4095 4815 
350 4116 4126 4806 4066 4096 4816 
400 4117  4807 4067  4817 
450 4118  4808 4068  4818 
500 4119  4809 4069  4819 

At the heart of our Nemesis and Athena 
integrated cutting systems are the Europa 
and Europa Pro cutter rails.  These are 
available in a range of sizes and are 
guaranteed straight to 1mm and 0.2mm 
respectively.  A pair of integral lift 
mechanisms and a full length aluminium 
base create a fixed docking station that can 
be attached to an existing work table or to 
our Atlas Table.  A narrow groove safely 
accepts the blade tip during cutting. Three 
full length silicone grip strips, two on the 
cutter and one on the base, aid clamping 
and help protect the surface of the material 
being cut.   
 
The cutters can be removed from their 
docking stations for use elsewhere.  In the 
case of the Athena, the locating spindles 
can be removed leaving the table 
completely clear for other purposes. 
 
The Nemesis and Nemesis Pro use a 
three piece base that fastens with screws to 
the table top.   
 
The Athena and Athena Pro use a series 
of brackets fitted to the table top.  The 
Athena base extrusion fits inside these 
brackets where it can be adjusted for both 
level and straightness.  A full length 
measuring scale is included as standard.

NEMESIS/ATHENA - Integrated cutting systems 

Length 


Athena 

160 4062 4060 
210 4063 4801 4061 4811 
260 4064 4802 4062 4812 
310 4065 4803 4063 4813 
360 4066 4124 4804 4064 4094 4814 
300 4115 4125 4805 4065 4095 4815 
350 4116 4126 4806 4066 4096 4816 
400 4117 4807 4067 4817 
450 4118 4808 4068 4818 
500 4119 4809 4069 4819 

At the heart of our Nemesis and Athena A2 
integrated cutting systems are the Europa 
and Europa Pro cutter rails.  These are 
available in a range of sizes and are 
guaranteed straight to 1mm and 0.2mm 
respectively.  A pair of integral lift 
mechanisms and a full length aluminium 
base create a fixed docking station that can 
be attached to an existing work table or to 
our Atlas Table.  A narrow groove safely 
accepts the blade tip during cutting. Three 
full length silicone grip strips, two on the 
cutter and one on the base, aid clamping 
and help protect the surface of the material 
being cut.   

The cutters can be removed from their 
docking stations for use elsewhere.  In the 
case of the Athena A2, the locating 
spindles can be removed leaving the table 
completely clear for other purposes. 

The Nemesis and Nemesis Pro use a 
three piece base that fastens with screws to 
the table top.   

The Athena A2 use a series of brackets 
fitted to the table top. The Athena A2 
base extrusion fits inside these brackets 
where it can be adjusted for both level and 
straightness.  A full length measuring scale 
is included as standard.
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